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Brief Headlines
PSU Banks: The Reserve Bank on October 4 gave licence to the Rs 6,000 crore National Asset
Reconstruction Company Ltd (NARCL), a move that will help kickstart operations of the bad
bank. SBI, Union Bank of India, Indian Bank picked up 13.27 percent stake each in the NARCL,
while Punjab National Bank acquired about 12 percent stake. Banks have identified around
22 bad loans worth Rs 90,000 crore to be transferred to NARCL in the initial phase.
Zee Entertainment: Invesco Developing Market Funds wants the National Company Law
Tribunal (NCLT) to make a mandatory order for Zee Enterprises Entertainment Limited to call
the extraordinary general meeting (EGM) that the shareholder has been demanding.
Infosys: The company will announce results for the second quarter ended Sept 2021 on Oct
13.
SREI Infra: The Reserve Bank of India superseded the Board of Directors of Srei Infra & Srei
Equipment Finance Limited, owing to governance concerns & defaults by SREI Group
Companies.
Banswara Syntex | Cofipalux Invest SA acquired 1.7 lakh equity shares in the company at Rs
168.35 per share on the BSE, the bulk deals data showed.
EID Parry India | The company approved an investment of Rs 19 crore in the joint venture
company - Algavista Greentech, & sale of the plant & equipment of the sugar factory at
Pettavaithalai, Tamilnadu, which is not in operation.
Vadilal Enterprises | Care Ratings reaffirmed credit rating on company's long term bank
facilities at BBB-, and revised outlook to stable from negative.
GHCL | CRISIL Ratings has assigned AA- rating with stable outlook to GHCL for issuance of nonconvertible debentures of Rs 150 crore, which may be issued within a period of 180 days.
Rail Vikas Nigam | The company has entered into an Memorandum of Understanding with
Tata Steel in connection with implementation of infrastructure projects either on nomination
basis as a deposit work or through the special purpose vehicle (SPV) route subject to
bankability of the SPV project, execution of definitive agreement and management approval.

Indian Metals & Ferro Alloys | ICRA has upgraded the rating of the company for the long term
and short term loan facilities to A+ from A and to A1+ from A1 respectively. The outlook also
has been revised to "Positive" from "Stable".
IRIS Business Services | ICRA has upgraded the long-term rating of IRIS Business to BB(stable)
from BB-(stable) and the short-term rating to A4+ from A4, with respect to the bank facilities
of Rs 18 crore, as well as an enhancement of Rs 1.75 crore to the bank facilities.
Bharat Forge | Bharat Forge's aerospace business division, raises the bar for quality
standards for its products and manufacturing facility by becoming the first organization to
successfully achieve the Nadcap accreditation for metallic materials manufacturing.
Ansal Housing | Housing Development Finance Corporation (HDFC) has sold 12,67,504
equity shares in the company through through invocation of pledge on various dates starting
from August 5.
Pondy Oxides & Chemicals | The company commenced trial production of copper recycling/
refining at existing plant in Chittoor, Andhra Pradesh.
Athena Global Technologies | Subsidiary MedleyMed has entered US and other global
markets with a suite of digital health solutions for both pharmacy businesses and patient
care.
Adani Enterprises | Subsidiary Adani Airport Holdings has signed Share Subscription
Agreement with April Moon Retail (AMRPL) for strategic partnership to operate duty free
outlets in airports.
GMR Infrastructure | Promoter GMR Enterprises sold 5.75 crore equity shares to its
subsidiary Hyderabad Jabilli Properties at Rs 36.3 per share through open market transaction
on the NSE, the bulk deals data showed.
McLeod Russel India | IndusInd Bank sold 43,69,267 equity shares in the company at Rs
30.99 per share, whereas Jaikarni Holdings acquired 20 lakh shares in the company at Rs
30.96 per share and Supremus Projects LLP bought 7.5 lakh shares at Rs 31 per share on the
NSE, the bulk deals data showed.

EQUITY WATCH
Market Update
Indian shares closed higher on Tuesday, as technology stocks erased early losses and the energy index touched a record high, although there was some caution among investors due
to inﬂationary worries from stronger crude oil prices. The NSE Nifty 50 index ended 0.74% higher at 17,822.3, while the S&P BSE Sensex was up 0.75% at 59,744.88. So far this
year, Indian markets have been among the best performing ones globally, surging more than 25% each to surpass the United States and other emerging markets, as abundant
liquidity and a pick up in business activity propelled equities. The Nifty’s IT Index ended 1.19% higher after falling 0.98%. Tech Mahindra, Tata Consultancy, Mphasis and HCL led the
charge, gaining 1%-2.07% ahead of the September-quarter earnings season that kicks oﬀ this week. The Nifty Energy Index jumped 2.8% to close at an all-time high. State-run oil
and gas explorer Oil and Natural Gas Corp led the gains with its 10.1% jump during the session — its highest since July 2019. Telecom majors Bharti Airtel and Vodafone Idea ended
2.6% and 1.3% higher. Local media reported that India’s telecoms department was reconsidering levying a one-time spectrum charge on telecom operators. Investors now eye the
outcome of a central bank’s policy meeting later this week to get cues on the unwinding of its accommodative monetary policy.

Indian shares end higher on boost from energy, tech stocks
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Create wealth this festival season by investing in
various Gold instruments instead of Jewellery
With the festive season round the corner,
the economy is moving towards positivity.
The first sign of positivity has been the
humongous sales across e commerce
platforms, during the festive sale offer. This
is the first sign of businesses moving towards
recovery.
Demand is expected in household products,
apparels and clothes, consumer durables,
real estate and one of the most revered
products, Gold.
Despite the gold market plunging briefly at
the start of the year with the imposed
lockdown, the demand for gold has seen an
upswing. With Dhanteras and Diwali round
the corner, the demand for Gold is expected
to pick up, both for its value in terms of
investment and auspiciousness.

In 2019, on Dhanteras around 30 tonnes of
gold was sold across the country according
to Indian Bullion and Jewellers Association
and according to our estimates similar kind
of gold is expected to exchange hands this
time as well.
Even in this state of pandemic, Gold is the
best investment, as it covers above risks and
is also an international currency. Many
economists and surveys suggest that it is the
best buy in these trying times.
Physical gold: One should look at investing
in physical gold by purchasing gold coins or
gold bars from jewellers, banks or online
stores (issued by MMTC), NBFCs etc. The
coins are usually of standard weight and
easily available in 5 and 10 gm, while bars
are of 20, 50 and 100 gm. The bars and coins

are available in 24 carat only. But the
investor needs to ensure that it should carry
a hallmark of purity in compliance with BIS
standards. This is one of the most traditional
ideas of investing in gold in India. However,
one should note that with physical gold
there is risk of theft, issues with quality and
wear and tear. There is also a high storage
cost attached to it.
Gold ETFs: Another recommended
investment in gold is Gold ETFs. One can buy
these units which are listed on the stock
exchange. The investor has to carefully
choose the fund with least commission and
past track record of the fund. These units are
valued in line with the price of gold and can
be traded so the investors need to have a
demat account and a trading account to be

able to invest in gold ETFs. With gold ETFs,
the investor has to pay broker's charges and
total expense ratio (TER). Hence, one has to
keep in mind that Gold ETFs could give
negative returns due to management fee.
On the other hand they are equally safe and
quality is assured as SGBs.
The biggest mistake which Indian
households are doing is owning physical
gold in the form of jewellery. With the
changing times investors have to bring in a
change in their thought process for wealth
creation. An investor must also keep in mind
that every form of gold investment also has
its set of pros and cons. An investor should
go through the documents and guidelines
carefully before investing, for the best
returns.
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STOCK REPORT

The Stock Report shown above has been
chosen within the companies which are
quarter growers. These companies have been
growing constantly on quarterly basis. To be
able to understand it better in detail we could
say quarterly growers are commonly know
when the net profit of the company is higher
than the previous quarter. Net profits of
Q1>Q2>Q3>Q4 and so on. Due to the
company growing every quarter in terms of
profit, there is a possibility that the stock will
continue in the same pattern in the upcoming
quarters and can generate further profits in
the near future.
Firstly, as we see the report the stocks have
been categorized by its respective Market Cap
(Largest to smallest). Market Capitalization is
the market value of any publicly traded
company's outstanding shares, calculated by

deciding to invest in any stock for a certain
period of time fundamentals of a stock play a
big role in. Now, Net profits of the latest
quarter are 3242.6 and the preceding quarter
is 2972.3. The difference as we notice is 270.3
which is huge and it could be considered a very
positive signal for the investors. Apart from
this other returns also happens to be positive
for e.g. ROE for this stock is 19.59 and EPS =
20.85. This only proves that the company has
performed in a uniform manner and due to
profits being on the higher side the stock is
expected to be a solid investment for its
investor's to park their money in and gain
money out of the stock.
In addition to, let us take an example of the
least market cap in this stock segment Yasho
Moving on, let us take an example of stock Industries. The following stock is smallest in its
with highest market cap WIPRO. While market cap but again let us consider the net
multiplying the company's share price with
total number of outstanding shares. Secondly,
we already know this report have been made
from the stocks where the net profit is higher
than that of the previous quarter for 4 quarters
consecutively.
Lastly, this report can be a useful tool for
many investors who are looking for short term
ideas and if calculated specifically also large
term investments. These stocks have potential
to grow large in their profit growth and in
terms of size, returns and its share price.

profits. Net profits of the latest quarter are
10.91 and the preceding quarter is 9.1. The
difference as we notice is 1.81. Yes, the
difference is small but it is positive. As we all
know, each stock is different in its own way and
they have to be studied differently. Looking at
other fundamentals ROE = 31.49 and EPS =
27.09. The numbers are positive and prove the
stock is definitely not at its maximum at the
moment but is profitable and can reach
greater heights in terms net profits increasing
in the upcoming quarters.
Lastly, this report can be a useful tool for
many investors who are looking for short term
ideas and if calculated specifically also large
term investments. These stocks have potential
to grow large in their profit growth and in
terms of size, returns and its share price.
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Derivative Analysis

Derivatives are securities that derive their
value form an underlying asset. Most common
form of derivatives are future contracts.
Open interest refers to total number of
outstanding derivatives contracts that have not
been settled. For every buyer of a future
contract there must be a seller. If a bought
contract is not sold then it is considered open.

When options have large open interest, it
indicates it has large number of buyers and
sellers.
From the table above let us take an example
of ONGC. The contract of ONGC stands with an
open interest of 64,094,800 which portray huge
momentum and many players in the contract.
The increase from the previous day in OI is

30.74%. One of the indicators to invest in
contracts is when there is an increase in open
interest with an increase in price which
indicates a possibility for price of the contract to
grow further in the coming days and could be a
good trading bet for short term.
In addition to, price of ONGC has been on a
rise for past 4 days from the low of 141 to high of

164, which means that both price and open
interest are in a similar upwards positive
direction and have prospective to be promoted
even further.
This is one of the indicators to be studied
and in the same way all the options cans be
analysed first and depending on results money
could be invested as per individual requirement.
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SBI life

Chart Setup

M&M Ltd.

Insurance Symmetrical triangle formation observed in SBI life. Buy in the range of 1255-1265 with
SL below 1235 for tha target of 1310-1320.

Double bottom formation around 730 levels followed by trend reversal near 800 levels. M&M
had given a trend reversal breakout above 800 levels . Buy around 840 levels
with SL below 790 for the target of 920-950

Ambuja Cement

Kotak Mahindra Bank

Negative divergence observed in Ambuja Cement. Sell on rise around 408-410 levels ,
Take Sl above 425 for the target of 380-360

Double bottom formation around 2010-2020 levels. Sell around 19805 levels
with SL above 2020 for the target of 1940-1920
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Mutual Fund Activity
MF SEBI
Equity

Debt

Foreign Institutional Investors
FII SEBI
Equity

Debt
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Tech Mahindra: One of the top 5 IT Players
Tech Mahindra is an Indian multinational company that
provides information technology and business process
outsourcing services. A subsidiary of the Mahindra Group.
Having its headquartered in Pune and has its registered office
in Mumbai. Tech Mahindra offers innovative and customercentric digital experiences, enabling enterprises, associates
and the society to Rise.
Tech Mahindra is also one of the fastest growing brands and
amongst the top 15 IT service providers globally.
(A) About Mahindra Group
The Mahindra Group is a federation of companies.
Headquartered in Mumbai, the Group employs over
2,50,000+ people across 100+ countries.
It operates in key industries that propel economic growth,
such as tractors, utility vehicles, information technology,
financial services and vacation ownership. Moreover The
Group has a strong presence in agribusiness, aerospace,
components, consulting services, defence, energy, industrial
equipment, logistics, real estate, retail, steel, commercial
vehicles and two-wheelers.
(B) Shareholding Pattern

(E)Key Operational Parameters
(I) Location of Employees

(ii) Employee Statistics of Tech Mahindra

More than 90% of the business is from repeated clients which
is good for IT companies. This shows that the clients have trust
on company's business.
(F) Acquisitions done by Tech Mahindra in FY 21
·Cerium Systems Private Limited (CERIUM)
·ZEN3
·TENZING
·MOMENTON
·PERIGORD
·PAYMENTS TECHNOLOGY SERVICES LIMITED
·DIGITALONUS
·EVENTUS
(G) Other Competing IT Players

(H) Financial Parameters

Their has not been any major change in promoters
shareholding in the company over last 10 years. On the other
hand, shareholding of Mutual funds has been fluctuating in
the company. However Mutual funds holding increased in the
company from last 10 years from around 6 % in 2012 to 9.48%
in June 2021.
(C) Executive Board of Directors
·Anand G. Mahindra - Chairman, Mahindra Group
·Dr. Anish Shah - Managing Director and CEO, Mahindra Group
·MrChander Prakash Gurnani - Managing Director and CEO of
Tech Mahindra
(D) Revenue Segments of Tech Mahindra
(a) Tech Mahindra Revenue by Industry Verticals

(b) Tech Mahindra Revenue by Geography

(iii) ClientStatistics

(I) Concall Highlights of Q1FY22
·
The net profit after tax of the company for the
quarter was about $183.2 million versus $147.7 million in Q4
FY21. Which is primarily led by the higher other income of
$34.4 million coming out of higher income on surplus fund
invested, as well as FOREX gain.
·
The management is expecting growth in TCV (Total
Contract value) in all the sectors and the company already has
highest ever TCV and moreover management expects the
momentum to grow in future as well.
·
The company is facing high employee attrition rate.
On the other hand, the employee utilization rate is also at all
time high.
·
Moreover the management is planning to increase
the number of employee headcount by doing more hiring and
recruitment. Employee count grew by 5,200 employees in Q1
FY22, after a net headcount reduction of 9,780 employees in
the past five quarters.
·
As per management the investments made by the
company during FY 21 on the acquisitions are already showing
good growth and opportunities for the company.
Disclaimer: The report only represents personal opinions and
views of the author. No part of the report should be
considered as recommendation for buying/selling any stock.
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Commodity Pics
Gold
Conditional Buy above 46850 SL- 46500
Tgt - 47500-48000

Crude Oil
Buy around 5870 SL - 5790
Tgt - 6100-6300
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